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Abstract

Background: Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) teams provide care for critically ill children 

with diverse and often complex medical and surgical conditions. Researchers often lack guidance 

on an approach to select the best outcomes when evaluating this critically ill population. Studies 

would be enhanced by incorporating multi-stakeholder preferences to better evaluate clinical care. 

This manuscript outlines the methodology currently being used to develop a PICU Core Outcome 

Set (COS). This PICU COS utilizes mixed methods, an inclusive stakeholder approach, and a 

modified Delphi consensus process that will serve as a resource for PICU research programs.

Methods: A Scoping Review of the PICU literature evaluating outcomes after pediatric critical 

illness, a qualitative study interviewing PICU survivors and their parents, and other relevant 

literature will serve to inform a modified, international Delphi consensus process. The Delphi 

process will derive a set of minimum domains for evaluation of outcomes of critically ill children 

and their families. Delphi respondents include researchers, multidisciplinary clinicians, families 

and former patients, research funding agencies, payors, and advocates. Consensus meetings will 

refine and finalize the domains of the COS, outline a battery instruments for use in future studies, 

and prepare for extensive dissemination for broad implementation.

Discussion: The PICU COS will be a guideline resource for investigators to assure that 

outcomes most important to all stakeholders are considered in PICU clinical research in addition 

to those deemed most important to individual scientists.

Trial registration: COMET database (http://www.comet-initiative.org/, Record ID 1131, 

01/01/18).
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Background

Approximately 480,000 children and young adults < 20 years old are admitted to pediatric 

intensive care units (PICUs) at a cost of $8 billion annually in the United States alone. 

Mortality has decreased to 2–4% in high-resource countries, however this increased survival 

is accompanied by an increased in those discharged with new morbidity (1–4). Survival from 

critical illness is frequently accompanied by new or worsened impairments in physical, 

psychological, cognitive, and/or social domains for both the child and their family that 

impact recovery and important life functions for all, characterized as “Post Intensive Care 

Syndrome - Pediatrics” (PICS-p) (5,6).

A Scoping Review of PICU literature found that evidence for innovative approaches towards 

improving outcomes is based on studies that typically focus on short term, physiological or 

mortality outcomes rather than patient-centered long term outcomes (7). Furthermore, there 

is great heterogeneity in outcome measures selected for study among any given condition. 

For example, a recent systematic review evaluating characteristics of PICS-p was unable to 

perform a quantitative analysis of the 19 studies identified due to heterogeneity in outcome 

instruments used (8). Similarly, a Scoping Review examining child functional outcomes and 

physical impairments in PICU survivors found that 11 different instruments were used 

among 25 separate studies (9). Multicenter, randomized controlled trials in pediatric critical 

illness are expensive and complex to manage. It is crucial to ensure that researchers are 

selecting appropriate, comparable instruments to evaluate long-term outcomes. A Core 

outcome Set can facilitate this objective (10).

A Core Outcome Set (COS) is defined as “a patient outcome, health-related condition, or 

aspects of health that relevant stakeholders agree are essential to assess in all clinical 

research studies evaluating outcomes” (11). The Core Outcomes Measures in Effectiveness 

Trials (COMET) guidelines recommend using multiple methods to ensure a COS is 

informed by all relevant stakeholders (12). Inclusion of various viewpoints in research has 

the potential to make study findings ultimately more “useful, reliable, and relevant to 

patients, healthcare professionals, and others making decisions regarding healthcare 

provision” (13,14). Unfortunately, scant evidence exists about which outcomes are most 

important to critically ill and injured children, their families and caregivers and research 

priorities are often determined solely by investigators.

Development of a COS to guide selection of outcome domains is one step towards assuring 

that the most highly valued domains are recognized. After defining core outcome domains, 

the next step is the identification of feasible and reliable measurement instruments (termed 

core outcome measurement sets) to evaluate the core outcome domains (15). Together, the 

core outcome domains and the core outcome measurement sets constitute the two 

components of the COS. A COS is meant to serve as a minimum set of outcome domains 

and instruments and does not exclude other domains or instruments that may be important 

for a particular study. Utilizing a COS minimizes bias and heterogeneity in choice and 

reporting of outcomes, which can improve the quality of systematic reviews, clinical trials 

and implementation of new innovations (16).
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Core outcome sets have been developed for adult respiratory failure and adult and pediatric 

cardiac arrest, but there are no COS to guide research in the general PICU population post 

discharge (11,17,18). This article describes the methods of developing a COS for the PICU 

population post discharge. The objective of this project is to develop a multi-stakeholder-

informed PICU COS. The intended scope of this COS is to recommend a minimum set of 

outcome domains and instruments that should be evaluated in PICU patients and potentially 

in their families/caregivers in all clinical research studies pertaining to outcomes after 

pediatric critical illness. This project is currently underway and the tense in this manuscript 

reflects whether that portion of the work has been done is or forthcoming.

Methods

Overview

This project utilizes a mixed-methods and consensus methodology as per the Core 

Outcomes Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) guidelines (12) and the minimum 

quality standards recommended by the Core Outcome Set-STAndards for Development 

(COS-STAD) (Table 1) (14). Reporting of PICU COS results will follow COS-STAR (Core 

Outcome Set-STAndards for Reporting) guidelines (19). This project is registered on the 

COMET database (http://www.comet-initiative.org/studies/details/1131) and funded by the 

National Institute of Child Health and Development’s Collaborative Pediatric Critical Care 

Research Network (CPCCRN) and in partnership with the Pediatric Acute Lung Injury and 

Sepsis Investigators (PALISI) Outcomes Subgroup. The PICU COS Steering Committee 

includes this study’s investigators, researchers and clinicians with attention to diverse 

expertise and geographical representation, a family member, and a program manager from 

CPCCRN’s data coordinating center.

Scope of the PICU-COS

Specific components of the PICU COS development includes the following: 1) Scoping 

Review of outcome domains and instruments previously reported in PICU-related studies to 

evaluate post-discharge outcomes of PICU survivors or families of PICU patients 

(completed),2) Qualitative study of PICU survivors (14–18 years) beliefs on important 

outcomes (completed);3) Modified, international Delphi consensus process with multi-

stakeholder respondents and consensus to finalize the PICU COS and recommended 

instruments; and 5) Dissemination, implementation, and assessment of uptake (Figure 1)

(15,20–22).

The PICU COS serves a heterogeneous population. Children admitted to PICUs have a wide 

range of ages, conditions, severities of illness, comorbidities, living situations, geographical 

locations, quality of healthcare resources and access to care. It is unlikely that a single 

instrument will effectively assess each of the COS outcome domains. Thus, this COS 

focuses on the evidence to support recommendations for outcome domains. Specific 

outcome measures or instruments and timing of measurements will be subsequently 

recommended by the Steering Committee using a consensus process once the COS domains 

are finalized.
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Scoping Review of domains and instruments used in PICU outcomes research

A Scoping Review broadly examines the body of literature about a topic without evaluation 

of methodology, calculation of risk of bias, or determination of effectiveness (23). We 

completed a Scoping Review of outcome domains and instruments previously studied in 

survivors and families of children who experienced critical illness to inform the domains and 

instruments that will be included in the Delphi consensus process. Our methods reflected the 

methodology used in a prior Scoping Review to delineate domains and instruments 

employed to study outcomes in survivors of critically-ill adults with respiratory failure (24).

Search criteria—We included peer-reviewed studies evaluating pediatric critical care 

survivors or families and caregivers of critically ill children published in English between 

1990 and 2017. We used search strategies including a combination of keywords and 

controlled vocabulary for the concepts of “intensive care” and “critical care/illness” 

combined with “outcome assessment,” “health status,” “functional status,” “quality of life,” 

“anxiety,” “depression,” “mental health,” and “follow-up.” Additionally, each domain had its 

own set of search terms developed. The search included PubMed, EMBASE, PsycINFO, 

Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature, and the Cochrane Controlled 

Trials Registry. We excluded articles in which there were no post-discharge outcomes 

assessed, only survival was assessed, the study evaluated only the psychometric properties of 

an instrument, the article evaluated the outcome of a technical procedure/condition without 

report of relationship to ICU care, only one subject was included, or the majority of the 

study population was older than 18 years old, preterm infants, neonates, or had not been 

definitively admitted to an ICU.

Article review methods—To determine if an article met the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, article abstracts were uploaded into Covidence (Melbourne, Australia), a web-based 

software platform, and reviewed by the PALISI Outcomes Subgroup. The PALISI Outcomes 

Subgroup is comprised of PICU researchers with specific expertise or interest in the study of 

outcomes after pediatric critical illness. Two members of the PALISI Outcomes Subgroup 

independently reviewed each abstract to identify those that should be excluded. A third 

reviewer resolved discrepant votes. Next, for articles that did not obviously meet exclusion 

criteria at the abstract review stage, the full manuscripts were uploaded into Covidence. Two 

members of the PALISI Outcomes Subgroup independently reviewed each manuscript to 

assess for inclusion. Discrepancies were reviewed by the Steering Committee or a third 

reviewer from the PALISI Outcomes Subgroup. The included articles comprised the Scoping 

Review article set.

Data collection—Each article of the Scoping Review article set was independently 

reviewed by two members of the PALISI Outcomes Subgroup to extract the post-discharge 

outcome instruments used. We also collected additional data related to the study design, age 

and disease characteristics of the study population, enrollment, mode and timing of outcome 

assessment, and follow-up rates. The dual extractions were compared and discrepancies 

resolved between the two reviewers. A Subgroup leader or Steering Committee member 

assisted with discrepancy resolution when a consensus was not achieved between the two 

reviewers. We a priori identified the following outcome domains as those that were 
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commonly reported in pediatric critical care outcomes literature: overall health, physical, 

cognitive, emotional, social, health-related quality of life and family. Due to the significant 

overlap of social health with the other domains, the instruments measuring social health 

were distributed to alternative domains most relevant to their properties. We divided the 

most frequently used outcome instruments amongst these domains to facilitate data 

collection. If an instrument had multiple versions, we collapsed the instruments into an 

umbrella version (e.g. editions of the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale). Additionally, we 

collected all other domains and instruments measured including those not represented by the 

7 categories above to ensure complete capture of the domains and instruments measured. A 

complete set of domains and instruments derived from the Scoping Review article set was 

determined based on review of the extracted data.

Qualitative interviews with caregivers and teenagers who experienced critical illness

We conducted semi-structured interviews to explore the caregiver and critically ill or injured 

child’s perceptions of health issues or outcomes necessary to include in studies that evaluate 

child and family outcomes after they are discharged from the PICU.

Study population—We included parents or legal guardians (any age) whose child (aged 2 

weeks to 18 years) survived an unplanned PICU admission and the child was living at the 

time of the interview and children (age 14–18 years) who survived an unplanned PICU 

admission. These participants had consented previously to a CPCCRN study that allows for 

re-contact and were discharged from a PICU stay of greater than 48-hours at a CPCCRN 

center 6 to 48 months prior. Only participants who were English speaking were included 

because the qualitative researchers were unable to support non-English speaking families. 

Purposeful sampling was used to maximize diversity in recruitment of either dyads (a 

primary caregiver and one age-eligible child) or a primary caregiver only from each of the 

seven CPCCRN sites. We recruited caregivers and children with diverse characteristics to 

allow for a broad exploration of outcomes important to families. Participants were identified 

and contacted for possible enrollment by the CPCCRN research coordinator, informed 

consent and assent obtained, and the interview scheduled.

Data collection—Semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted by an experienced 

qualitative research team. We chose telephone interviews due to the wide geographical 

variation of the CPCCRN sites. The interview guide was developed and piloted with two 

potential participants to ensure that interviews would develop participant-centered data that 

followed the caregivers’ and child’s way of disclosing their experience. Interviews lasted 

approximately one hour and were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Data analysis—Interview transcripts were coded and analyzed using the qualitative 

research software ATLAS.ti (Scientific Software, Berlin Germany) based on the qualitative 

coding philosophy developed by Crabtree and Miller (25). This coding and analysis process 

is consistent with constant comparison, which required sorting and comparing data to 

discern key themes. First, open codes were developed that represent key concepts that 

closely categorized participants’ language. Next, focused codes were identified that 

represent key concepts evident across transcripts and were examined to develop emerging 
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themes that represented the most salient aspects of the health issues or outcomes for the 

participants collectively. Emerging themes and health issues or outcomes were reviewed and 

refined by the research team for inclusion in the Delphi consensus process.

Modified, international Delphi consensus process

Leaders of the Scoping Review and Qualitative Study will collate and draft a list of 

outcomes domains from several sources, including those described above - scoping review, 

qualitative study, and other relevant sources (e.g., preliminary data, other published COS 

focused on critical care) - for inclusion in the Delphi consensus process. Outcomes will be 

paired with lay definitions which will undergo review by the CPCCRN’s Family Network 

Collaborative to assure clarity. This collaborative includes families with children who had 

critical illness at participating network centers who were recruited to ensure family 

stakeholder involvement in network initiatives. An international Steering Committee is being 

formed and will convene on a webinar to conduct a consensus conference to finalize 

domains and associated lay definitions. The CPCCRN’s Data Coordinating Center will 

conduct testing of the Delphi software obtained from the COMET initiative prior to 

beginning the Delphi consensus process.

The Delphi consensus process allows for equal weighting of responses to assure all 

stakeholder viewpoints are valued and it will be conducted on a web-based platform to allow 

for anonymity (26). Two Delphi rounds are anticipated to reach consensus but more may be 

necessary.

Stakeholders—There is no minimum or optimal number of Delphi participants. Thus, we 

will approach recruitment to assure experienced, diverse stakeholder participation, resulting 

in over 300 participants. We will seek to recruit a balanced representation (no less than 15% 

representation in a group) from three stakeholder groups: research, clinical, and family/

advocacy (Table 1). We will include English-speaking multinational stakeholders for all 

stakeholder groups. We will include an international panel of respondents to ensure the 

generalizability of our results and facilitate broad acceptance and implementation. The 

Steering Committee will execute the recruitment process and assure appropriate 

representation. This will include use of existing networks and contacts, authors of the 

scoping review manuscripts, and people recommended by local, national, or international 

associations. In the case of non-family stakeholders, we will seek to recruit participants with 

at least 3–5 years of professional work experience, fluent in English, and committed to 

completing the study. In addition, we will seek diversity in age, sex, geographical location, 

and race/ethnicity. Potential Delphi participants will be sent a short introductory email with 

specific information about the project and their responsibilities. They will be asked for their 

consent and desire to participate. Stakeholders will be asked to vote based on their own 

perspective, and for those who are representative of a stakeholder organization (hospital, 

funding agency, advocacy group), they will be asked to represent the perspective of their 

organization. We will request that the stakeholder declare/deny any real or perceived conflict 

of interest with the process and update any conflict of interest information at each Delphi 

round. We will record stakeholder demographic information and assign each consented 

participant a unique identifier to track responses. Members of the Steering Committee will 
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also be invited to participate in the Delphi consensus process as they represent leaders in 

pediatric critical care outcomes and families of children with critical illness.

Modified Delphi Consensus Methods—Voting for Rounds 1 and 2 will occur using 

the web-based COMET Delphi Manager software. Panel members will be asked to vote 

utilizing the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation 

(GRADE) Scale, consisting of a 9-point scale, divided into the following categories: “not 

important for inclusion” (consisting of scores 1–3), “important but not critical for inclusion” 

(scores 4–6), “critical for inclusion” (scores 7–9), plus a category for “unable to score” 

(score 10), if the panel member is unable to respond. Members will remain part of the panel 

throughout the entire Delphi process, even if they answer only a portion for any round or 

skip a round(s). Panel members will be asked to complete each round within an appropriate 

time frame. Each non-respondent will receive a personalized email, phone call, or text 

reminder with a weblink to DelphiManager at least once per week during the response 

period as per regulatory permissions. Panel member response rate will be calculated as the 

total number of respondents who completed each round as a percentage of those for whom 

an email invitation was sent.

Round 1—Outcome domains will be randomized into four different orders (i.e., Domain 

Order A, B, C, and D). Panel members in each stakeholder category will be randomly 

assigned to Domain Order A, B, C or D and provide a GRADE score (1–10) for each 

domain. In addition to the pre-specified domains, respondents have the option of proposing 

novel domains. Next, a one-time collection of demographic and contact information 

including: sex, age, country and state/province/region; years of formal education and clinical 

training (if any); previous involvement in research or clinical work with critically ill children 

and young adults (asked as 2 separate questions); area of expertise (physical, cognitive, 

mental health), if any, will be collected. For each member, we will manually code for their 

designated role in the Delphi (i.e., one of three stakeholder groups) based on the recruitment 

process.

Round 2—The Steering Committee will review results from Round 1 and consider whether 

domains that neared but did not achieve consensus should be included in Round 2. Text-

based suggestions for core outcome domains in Round 1 will be reviewed by the Steering 

Committee to ensure that they represent a new contribution and, if so, they will be provided 

as a new domain for inclusion in Round 2. Based on the COMET guidelines, the a priori 
criteria for an outcome domain from Round 1 to be included in Round 2 requires it achieve 

>70% of responses rating ≥7 (indicating “critical” for inclusion) AND <15% of response 

rating <3 (indicating “not important” for inclusion). Prior to Round 2, members will be 

provided aggregate responses from the first round (including new domains) for all 

stakeholders and by group, along with their own response from Round 1, and then the 

respondents will complete Round 2 of the Delphi. For a Core Outcome domain to be 

considered in the final panel, it will need to achieve >70% of responses rating ≥7 (indicating 

“critical” for inclusion) AND <15% of response rating <3 (indicating “not important” for 

inclusion). Additional rounds may be held if there is a lack of consensus.
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Steering Committee consensus meetings—The final COS panel will be discussed 

and finalized by the Steering Committee via webinar. The committee will review results and 

consider whether outcomes that neared but did not achieve consensus should be included in 

the COS. The Steering Committee will also discuss and make recommendations for 

measurement instruments and approaches (e.g., qualitative and quantitative) and timing of 

measurements for each of the final COS domains.

Data analysis plan and reporting of consensus process and data.—We will 

report panel member characteristics. Specifically, the total number of stakeholders invited to 

participate in the panel, proportion from each stakeholder group, and participation in each 

round. Each domain voted upon will be analyzed based on the total number of respondents 

who answered the question (i.e., the denominator will include total number of panel 

members who scored each question 1–9). Panel members who partially completed responses 

to a round will only be included as part of the denominator for the domains and questions 

they answered. We will provide the comprehensive list of domains determined to be part of 

the COS (as well as all those that were considered). Domains will be accompanied by 

measures of central tendency and distribution of score in addition to the number/percentage 

above the consensus threshold (as defined above).

Dissemination and implementation

The primary method of attaining widespread PICU COS usage is a thoughtful approach to 

Delphi stakeholder selection and broad collaboration. Inclusion of international 

representatives in all stakeholder groups will strongly contribute to this aim. We are seeking 

to recruit members of key stakeholder groups with a high likelihood of disseminating and 

implementing the COS.

Second, the PICU COS is registered on the COMET website, the registration number will be 

included in all PICU COS publications. Steering Committee members (and other 

stakeholders) will strategically plan presentations and manuscripts to assure a broad 

stakeholder audience. In addition, fact sheets and infographics will be approved for use by 

the CPCCRN Family Network Collaborative and potentially other patient advocate and 

interested groups. The PICU COS and associated publications will be linked for ease of 

download for use on COMET, and on websites including CPCCRN.org. We will also lead a 

social media campaign to disseminate the COS.

Discussion

The PICU COS will serve as an important resource for research programs that seek to 

improve outcomes for children with critical illness or injury. This mixed-methods and 

inclusive approach to stakeholder recruitment was based on international guidelines. A 

strong dissemination and implementation plan is vital to ensure broad use of the PICU COS. 

We aim to develop an efficient process to monitor future use of the PICU COS in research 

proposals, grants, and publications. Lastly, we encourage re-evaluation of the COS every 5–

10 years to improve future research based on modifications to critical care delivery and 

available instruments to measure long-term outcomes.
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Trial Status

Protocol version 1.02, 7/30/19. Work on the project aims began on 01/01/18 and is expected 

to be complete by 4/1/20. The data collection for the scoping review and qualitative study 

are complete. The Delphi consensus participants are currently being identified and recruited.
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COS: Core outcome set
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COS-STAR: Core Outcome Set – STAndards for Reporting

GRADE: Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and 
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PICU: Pediatric intensive care unit
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Figure 1. 
PICU-Core Outcomes Set study design.

PICU, pediatric intensive care unit; COS, core outcomes set
1Merritt et al. PCCM 2018, Pasek et al. Crit Care Nurse 2019, Turnbull et al. Crit Care Med 

2017, Gershon et al. Journal of Applied Measurement 2010.
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Table 1.

Stakeholder groups who will be invited to participate in the Delphi consensus process.

Stakeholder group Criteria

RESEARCH

 Clinical researchers Lead researchers in pediatric critical care

 Research personnel Research study coordinators and other personnel

 Funding agency Program officer focused on pediatric critical care research programs

CLINICAL

 Pediatric critical care physicians Clinicians caring for children with critical illness or injury

 Outcomes specialists Includes neuropsychologists and other specialists with expertise in outcomes-specific diagnoses 
and recovery

 Rehabilitation physician Specialists in pediatric rehabilitation medicine

 PICU nurses, advanced practice providers Nurses who care for children with critical illness or injury

 Complex care pediatrician Pediatricians caring for medically complex children with frequent need for critical care

 Allied health clinicians Clinical and research leaders in physical, occupational, and speech/language

 Supportive/palliative care providers Physicians, nurses, and other providers focused on care
of children with life threatening and/or chronic conditions

FAMILY/ADVOCACY

 Pediatric critical care advocates Non-profit agency focused on promotion of pediatric critical care

 Family members/adult survivors Parent/guardian of a child who survived a critical illness; adults who as a child survived critical 
illness

 Payors Insurance program administrators for pediatric critical care patients
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